Development of a bionic system for the simultaneous prediction of the release/absorption characteristics of enteric-coated formulations.
To develop a new bionic system from an existing drug dissolution/absorption simulating system (DDASS) to simultaneously predict the release and absorption of enteric-coated formulations. In accordance with the pH-dependent characteristics of enteric-coated formulations, the modified DDASS was designed to effectively imitate the pH change process of the formulations' transfer from stomach to intestine in vivo. Omeprazole enteric-coated tablets were chosen as the model drug to verify the rationality and feasibility of the modified DDASS. The correlations between USP I system release and beagle dog absorption, as well as between modified DDASS elution/permeation and beagle dog absorption, were investigated by linear and nonlinear regression analyses, respectively. In vitro-in vivo correlation between the modified DDASS elution/permeation method and beagle dog absorption was higher than between the USP I system release and beagle dog absorption in both analytical methods. The ratio of first-order permeation rate constant to first-order release rate constant was consistent with that from modified DDASS. The modified DDASS provided more information than the USP I system did in the evaluation of enteric-coated formulations. The proposed bionic system model could serve as a new method for improving drug effectiveness.